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Pocket Spring Mattress 
 
Pocket springs by Leggett & Platt - Foam by British Vita 

  

 

 
 

 
 
 

 The combination of high quality individually pocketed springs with your 
choice of foam comfort layer provides an excellent sleeping surface  
 

 This is the best design for pocket sprung mattresses intended for use with adjustable beds.  
 

 The design allows the foam encapsulated spring unit to contour to the shape of an electric adjustable bed. 
 

 As a rough guide the option of medium would suit somebody up to 16 stone (102kg) and medium / firm for 
those above. For even better pressure relief we recommend the top layer of Memory Foam. We can give 
advice as there are other contributing factors.  
 

 A ‘Cool Feel’ quilted zip off washable cover is included as part of the mattress. Spare Washable Covers are 
available. 

 

 Comes with a five year guarantee.  

 
 

 
 
 
 

Mattress Only 

Widths   Single Double     King Super King 

 Up to 3’(90cm) Up to 4’6” (135cm) Up to 5’ (153cm) Up to 6’ (183cm) 

Prices Excluding VAT     £ 300    £ 450     £ 500    £ 600 

Prices Including VAT     £ 360   £ 540     £ 600    £ 720 

 

Comfort Options 

The mattress is 8" (20cm) thick 
and constructed of an 
individually pocketed spring 
core with a top layer, 2” (5cm) 
Reflex Foam® or high quality 
Memory foam. 
 
Choose between Medium -
Medium/firm or Memory Foam 
Your choice should be based 
on your weight, any specific 
medical conditions and 
personal preference. 

 

How it works 

Specifically designed for adjustable beds. 
Individually pocketed springs form the core 
which is encapsulated in foam.  
The comfort top layer of Reflex foam or 
memory foam will disperse your weight evenly 
over the sprung core. The pocket springs 
maintain your correct posture and the foam 
comfort layer provides the superb comfort. 
 
For More information click Blog to read more  
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 Choice of Medium, Medium / Firm or Memory Foam 

Top layer for your personal comfort level 

 

http://www.bed-adjustable.co.uk/products/washable-tops.html
http://www.bed-adjustable.co.uk/blog/2011/10/high-quality-pocket-spring-mattress/

